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THE MILNE PROBLEM FOR THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER
EQUATIONS (WITH FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE)

FRANÇOIS GOLSE

ABSTRACT. We study the following stationary frequency dependent transport

equation:

p,dxf + o(v,T)[f-B„(T]\ =0,        x>0, i/>0, p €]-!;!(,

//.
cr(u,T)[Bu(T)-f]du^=0,

R+x]-l;l[

f(0,pt,i>)=<p(n,v), u>0, u  e]0;l[,

where Bv is the well-known Planck function appearing in astrophysics. We are

able to describe the asymptotic behavior of / and T for x large, when a(u, T)

is of the special form o(u,T) = o(v)k(T). Our method relies mainly on the

monotonicity of the nonlinearity. The proof does not use any linearization of

the equation; in particular, no smallness assumption on the data tp (in any

sense) is required.

RÉSUMÉ. Nous étudions l'équation de transport stationnaire avec dépen-

dance en fréquence:

fidxf + a(u, T)[f - BV(T)\ = 0,        x > 0, v > 0, p. € ]-l; 1[,

//.
a(v,T)\Bv(T) - f]dv^ =0,

R+x]-l;l[

f(0,tt,u) = tp(tt,u); i/>0,aî€]0;1[.

Lorsque a(v, T) est de la forme particulière c{u, T) = o{v)k(T), nous savons

décrire le comportement asymptotique de / et T pour x grand. Notre méthode

repose principalement sur la monotonie de la non-linéarité. La preuve n'utilise

aucune linéarisation de l'équation; en particulier, nous n'avons besoin d'aucune

hypothèse de petitesse (d'aucune sorte) sur la donnée ¡p.

1.    Introduction.  We are concerned with the following nonlinear frequency

dependent, stationary transport equation:

pdxf + o(v,T)\f-B„(T)]=0,    for x > 0, v > 0, p€]-l;l[,

(1-1) if o-(v,T)[B„(T)-f]dv<^=0,
JJR+X]-1;1[ ¿

/(0, p, u) = <p(p, v),        v > 0, p G]0; 1[.
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This problem is usually known as the Milne problem—this denomination being

actually used for a broader class of half-space problems in transport theory. Equa-

tions (1-1) describe a plane parallel stellar atmosphere in local thermodynamical

equilibrium. An introduction to this theory can be found in [10 or 15].

Let us describe the notations in equation (1-1): x denotes the space variable,

x G R+; v denotes the frequency variable, v G R+; p denotes the angular variable,

p G [—1; 1]. Indeed, the situation is monodimensional, and p denotes the projection

of the speed of photons onto the principal direction (once the speed of light in the

atmosphere has been normalized to 1). The two unknowns of (1-1) are

/ = f(x,p,u), density probability of photons at position x, with velocity

described by the parameter p, and with frequency v\

T = T(x), proportional to the fourth power of the material temperature, at

position x.

The function £„ is known in astrophysics as the Planck function; after a suitable

normalization it can be expressed as

(1-2) B„(T) = (löi/VHexp^/T-1/4) - l]"1

so that

(1-3) /    Bv(T)du = T.
Jr+

The function a(v, T) is the opacity of the matter at temperature given by T for

radiations of frequency v. Very few general informations about a can be obtained;

we only can ensure that a > 0, but, usually, a is strongly oscillating with respect

to both v and T. In a wide range of physical applications, we also have

(1-4) fora.e. T > 0,    o(u,T) ~ v~ß

(see the example known as the Kramer opacity described in [2]). Although (1-4)

is not essential mathematically speaking, it will require some refinements of the

general features of our method to study (1-1).

The results in this paper are valid only for a(v, T) of the special form o(u, T) =

o(u)k(T)\ however, we shall require no monotonicity assumption as in the previous

papers on this topic: see [2, 14, 17 and 19]. In particular, our assumptions will

allow o to oscillate with respect to both u and T.

The main goal of this paper is to prove the following

"THEOREM" . Assume that o(u,T) is of the form a(u,T) = o(u)k(T). Then,

(1-1) admits a unique bounded solution. When x is going to infinity, this solution

converges in some sense to some Planckian state (Bu(a),a), with exponential speed

if infvo(u) > 0, and with subexponential speed if o(v) satisfies (1-4).

(We use the denomination "exponential speed" if the error term is of order

exp(—7x) (with 7 > 0), and "subexponential speed" if the error term is of order

exp(-7xa) (with 0 < a < 1).)

To our knowledge, till now, this kind of result on half-space problems has been

proved only for linear cases. Several methods have been used: ergodic theory in

[5], Wiener-Hopf techniques in [9], and more recently, energy methods in a series

of papers: [1, 2, and 3]. In [2], the nonlinear case (1-1) is treated, but only when o

is a function of T alone ("grey" problem). This special feature allows a reduction
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to the linear case, by using an implicit change of variables, introducing the optical

depth:

(1-5) r^rç))dç
Jo

instead of x as the good space variable. Of course, this technique would be totally

irrelevant here, since the optical depth depends on the frequency (for the non-grey

problem). However, we shall use this change of variables (1-3) at the end of the

paper, to reduce the case where o(v, T) — a(u)k(T) to the case where o is a function

of i/ alone.

The linearization of (1-1) around a fixed Planckian state has been studied in [13

and 19]; the asymptotic states for the linearized (1-1) can be computed almost ex-

plicitly by following a method initiated by Chandrasekhar (see the chapter in [10]

devoted to the H-function), and fully developed in [18]. Whether it is possible to

consider the linearization of (1-1) around a Planckian state as an approximation of

(1-1) will be discussed at the end of the paper. This question is of significant impor-

tance as regards the numerical computation of the asymptotic state (Bu(a),a) as in

the "Theorem". The method we intend to follow in order to prove the "Theorem"

is inspired from the one used in [3] for the linear Milne problem:

r pdxu + Lu = 0,    x >0, pe [-1;1],

\u(0,p) = <p(p),     pe}0;l],

with

(1-7) (Lu)(x,p) = u(x,p)- I    u(x,p')—.

One of the main features of problem (1-1) is the genuinely nonlinear coupling be-

tween p ,u, and T, due to o-(v,T). Even in the case where o is of the form

a(v,T) — a(u)k(T), this coupling subsists in some sense: the good invariant quan-

tity for bounded solutions is

(1.8) f   (°° ^-J(x,p,u)dud-^-,
J-i Jo    u(v) 2

the analogue for (1-6) being f_ p2u(x, p) dp/2; this means that u can in no way be

regarded as a mere parameter in the transfer equation. Another striking difference

between (1-1) and (1-6) is the strong L2 coercivity of L, when restricted to (KerL)-1;

there is no equivalent property for (1-1). Yet, beside the change of variable (1-5),

the main tool we are going to use is the L1 accretiveness of the nonlinear "collision"

operator. In particular, the strategy of this paper would have to be modified in

order to fit in with other nonlinear Milne problems, as the computation of the

Knudsen layers for the Boltzmann equation [6, 7] or the interface layers in the

semiconductors theory, since the collision operator in both of these cases is by no

mean accretive.

Let us indicate another motivation for studying problems like (1-1). When com-

puting radiative transfer phenomena in very opaque media; one is naturally led

to a nonlinear form of the diffusion approximation (for linear transport operators,

see [3, 5, 11]) called the Rosseland approximation. This approximation has been
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described in [12 and 16], and a first rigorous proof of its validity has been given

in [2]. Still, as explained in [2, 12, 16], this approximation is valid in the interior

only. To extend the approximation near the boundary, we are led to study the

asymptotic behavior of (1-1). Then it remains to match the interior approxima-

tion to the boundary layer. This last problem seems rather technical because of

the nonlinearities in the radiative transfer equations, and is not considered in this

article.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2, we present a basic review of the

prerequisites and previous results useful for our purposes. In §3, we give the proof

of the exponential decay when cr(u,T) = o(u) > om > 0. In §4, we give the proof of

the subexponential decay when cr(v,T) = lt(ív) ~ v~®. In §5, we extend the result

of §§3 and 4 to the case where a(v,T) = o(u)k(T).

In §6, we consider the possibility of using the linearized version of (1-1) around

a Planckian state (as in [13, 19]) to compute the asymptotic states of (1-1).

In the Appendix, we give an existence and uniqueness result for (1-1), and also a

weak asymptotic result, valid for o(v, T) = cr(i/). All these results were proved by

Sentis for more general opacities; however, Sentis' proof is quite long and technical,

and the assumption cr(v,T) = o(v) will allow important reductions, especially for

the uniqueness part.

2. Basic review. We consider problem (1-1), where the opacity is of the special

form a(v, T) = <t(tv):

(i) pdxf + cr(v)[f-B„(T)}=0,    forx>0, v > 0, it€]-l;l[;

(2-1) (n)((a(v)[Bv(T)-f])) = 0\

(iii) /(0, p, v) = <p(p, v),        v > 0, p e ]0; 1[ ;

with the following notations which will be in use throughout this paper:

((g))=l   j°° g(p,u)du^-,    foTgeL1Q-l;l[xR+);

V = L1()-1;1[ x R+)nL°°(]-l;l[xR+).

Let us now recall the results of Sentis for this problem (see [19]). In this section,

we shall need the following assumptions on a:

(2-2) er > 0, r/ G L°°(R+), and for any 6 > 0, Bl/(9)/o(i^) G L1^)-

We begin with the following lemma which asserts that (2-2) defines T as nonlinear

nondecreasing function of /:

LEMMA 1. For any u G L1(] —1;1[ x R+) + , and under assumptions (2-1),

there exists a unique nonnegative constant Tu such that ((ct(tv)[B1/(Tu) — u})) — 0.

The mapping u —* Tu is continuous and strictly increasing on L1(] —1; l[xR+)+.

In view of Lemma 1, we introduce the following nonlinear operator on

Ll([-l;l[  x  R+):

(2-3)        Qu = o(u)[u-Bv(Tu)\,    with domain D(Q) = L^J-l; 1[ x R+)+.

Q is continuous from D(Q) into L1Q —1;1[ x R+), and we have obviously the

following property:

(2-4) Qu = 0 <=>• there exists a > 0 such that u = Bv(a).
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Therefore, problem (2-1) may be rewritten as

(i) pdxf + Qf = 0,

(2-5) (ii)r(x) = r/(l,.,.),     x>o,

(iii) f(0,p,v),        i/>0, /iG]0;l[.

The results of Sentis on (2-1) are summarized in the following theorem:

THEOREM 2 [19].   We make assumption (2-2).

(a) (existence and uniqueness): Assume that 0 < tp < Bu(8); then there exists a

unique solution of (2-1), (f,T), in the class L°°(R+; V)+ n L°°(R+)+.

(b) (maximum-minimum principle): If<p€V+ satisfies

<P < Bv(6)    (resp. <p> Bu(9)),     a.e. in p and v,

then the bounded solution of (2-1), (f,T), satisfies

T < 6    (resp. T > 6)    a.e. in x

and

f < Bv(6)    (resp. f > B„(0))    a.e. inx,p,v.

(c) ("weak" asymptotic behavior): Let (/,T) be a bounded solution of (2-1) then

there exists a > 0, and a sequence xn —► +00, such that

(2-6) T(xn) -> a    and   f(xn,.,.) -* 5„(a);

a.e. in p and v,  and in L1(] — l;l[  x   R+).

REMARK. Uniqueness holds only in the class of bounded functions; even for the

linear half-space problems considered in [3 and 5], there exist several unbounded

solutions of the same equation. For example, u(x, p) — —SF(x — p) is a solution of

(1-6) with macroscopic flux

F=   /      pu(x,p)  y.

As well as for (1-6), bounded solutions of (1-1) (with o satisfying the monotonicity

assumptions of [19]) are of macroscopic flux equal to zero. However, this is not a

common feature of the Milne problems; the one considered in [1] (for the linearized

Boltzmann equation) is of slightly different structure. Because of the special form

of the opacity considered in this paper (a(v,T) = cr(i/)k(T)), (2-1) admits an

additional invariant macroscopic quantity.

PROPOSITION 3 (INVARIANT QUANTITIES). If f G Lco(R+;V)+ satisfies

(2-5) (i) (iii) in the sense of distributions, then we have

(27] (i)((pf))(x)=0,    forx>0,

(ii)(((p2/o)f))(x)=C,    forx>0

(where C is a positive constant).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. Integrating (2-1) with respect to p and v, and

taking (2-1) (ii) into consideration yields

d*«/i/» = 0,    i.e.    ((pf))(x) = Ci
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for some constant Ci. Then, we multiply (2-1)(i) by p/o, and we integrate it with

respect to p and u to obtain

dx(((p2/o)f)) = -Ci,    i.e.    {((p2/a)f))(x) = C-Cxx

for some constant C. And since / is in L°°(R+; V), this last relation ensures that

Ci = 0.    D
For the proof of Theorem 2, we refer to the Appendix.

3. The case where <t(tv, T) = a(v) > crm > 0 In this section, we are concerned

with problem (2-1), where the opacity satisfies the following hypothesis:

there exist two constants 0 < <rm < o m < +oo
V       J

such that, for a.e. v > 0, om < o(v) < om-

Moreover, we assume that

there exists 0 < 6 m < +oo
(3-2)

such that 0 < <p(p, u) < Bu(9m), a.e. in p and v.

Therefore, we may use Theorem 2, and, until the end of this section, (/, T) will be

the bounded solution of (3-1), and (Bv(a),a) the weak asymptotic value of (/,T)

predicted by Theorem 2(c). Proposition 3 can be rewritten as follows:

for any 0 > 0, we have

(3-3) (i)«M/--B*W))>=0,

Cû)(((p2/o(v))[f - B„(0)])) = «(J3„(a) - (B„(6))/3o)).

Now, we state the main result of this section.

THEOREM 4.   Under assumptions (3-l)-(3-2), we have

(a) ||/-^(a)||Li(^)<Ce-^,

(b) \T(x)-a\<C'e-ix,

where 0 < 7 < crm/3, and C — C(6M,OM,o~m,~i) and C" = C'(6M,c>M,crm,i) are

two positive constants.

From now on, we introduce the following notation which will be of constant use

in the sequel:

(3-4) *f,g=sgn+(f-g)-sgn+(Tf-Tg),    for any (f,g) G V+ x V+,

i>f,e - */,£>„(0) •

We begin the proof with the following lemma which states, roughly speaking, that

Q is T-accretive (see [4 and 14]); in fact the following result is a little more explicit:

LEMMA 5.   For any (f,g) G V+ x V+, we have

(3-5)   (/ - g)9f,g < 0,     and   \B„(Tj) - Bu(Tg)}(-Vf,g) > 0,     a.e. in p and v.

Therefore the operator Q is T-accretive since we have

(     , «(Q/-Qff)sgn+(/-<?)»

1 " ' = «*W(/ - ff)*/,fl» + Mv)[Bv(Tf) - Bv(Tg)](-*j,g))) < 0.

Moreover, if ((p(f - g))) = 0, then we also have the following formula:

,     , {(p[(f -9)~ (BATf) - B„(Tg))} sgn+(/ - g)))

[ ' ' = {(p(f - g)9fi9)) + ((p[Bv(Tf) - Bv(Tg)](-*t,9))),
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Proof of Lemma 5. We have

(((Qu)-sgn+(u-Bu(6))))

(a) = ((o(v)(u-B„(9))+))

-{(<r(u)(Bu(Tu)-Bu(0))sga+(u-Bv(0)))).

According to (3-1) (ii) and to the fact that sgn+(Tu - 9) does not depend on p and

v, we have

((a(v)(Bu(Tu) - B„(9))sgn+(TU - 9)))

+ <(*(«/)(« - B,(c?))(-sgn+(Tu - 0))» = 0.

By adding (a) to (/?), and assuming (3-5) to be true, we obtain (3-6). Then, if

((p(f - g))) = 0, we obtain (3-7) in the same way. It remains to prove (3-5). But,

we have that

xy < x+    (= x ■ sgn+(x)),    whenever x G R and 0 < y < 1.

According to this remark, the first inequality in (3-5) is obvious; to obtain the

second one, we need the following supplementary remark: since Bu is increasing

for v > 0, we have

Sgn+[B„(Tu)-B„(0)}=sgn+(Tu-6).        D

REMARK. We can see from the result of Lemma 5 how weakly the operator Q

is coercive. Both of the terms in the right-hand side of (3-9) only force u and Tu to

be on the same side of Bv (9) and 9 respectively. This is in strong contrast with the

linear cases considered in [1 and 2], where the strong coerciveness of the analogue

of operator Q is essential to obtain the exponential decay: for the example (1-6),

L is strongly coercive when restricted to (Ker L)1-. In the present case, we must

follow another route, namely to obtain exponential decay on enough moments of

the solution.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. We divide this proof into three steps. We begin with

Step 1. Decay for the term ((p(f - B„(9))+)). We multiply property (2-l)(i) by
sgn+(/ — .B„(f?)), where 9 > 0, and use (3-6). By integrating with respect to p and

tv, we obtain

dx((p(f - ß„(0))+» = -{((Qf) ■ sgn+(/ - B„(9)))) < 0.

Thus, ((p(f - 2?i,(f?))+))(x) is a decreasing function of x. Moreover, according to

Theorem 2(c)

((p(f - B„(0))+))(xn) - ((p(B„(a) - ß„(0))+» = 0.

Therefore, we have

(3-8) ((p(f-B40))+))>0.

Then we multiply (3-l)(i) by sgn+(/ - B„(9))eSx, and use (3-4) again. By inte-

grating with respect to p and v, we obtain

dx[((p(f - Bu(9))+))eSx\ - 6es*((p(f - Bv(0))+))

(3-9) +((o(v)(f-Bl/(9))i>ff))e6x

-r ((o(v)(B„(Tf) - Bu(9))(-^Le)))e6* = 0.
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According to (3-3) (i) and to (3-5), we may write

(3-10) ((p(f - ¿M0))+» = ((p(f - Bv(e))tl>f,e)) < «(/ - B„(9))1,f,e)).

By using (3-10) and integrating (3-9) on [0;X], we obtain

((p(f - Bß(9))+))(X)e6x + \\am - 6)(((f - Bu(9))^pe))e6^
Jo

(3"H) + i*((o-(v)(B„(Tf) - B„(9))(-4,f,e)))estdt
Jo

<((p(f-Bl/(9))+))(0)<9M.

Now, we choose 0 < 6 < am; (3-11) gives the following conclusions:

(i)((p(f-Bl/(9))+))(X)<9M,

(ii)   f <((/ - B„(0))[8gn+(/ - B„(9)) - sgn+(Tf - 9)}))es^
Jo

(3-12) <9Ml(om-6),

(iii)   fX((o-(v)(B„(Tf)-Bu(9))
Jo

x [sgn+(7> - 0) - sgn+(/ - B„(9))}))e6t Ç < 9M.

Now, we are going to use the results in (3-12) to obtain exponential decay on the

second moment:

(((u2lo(u))[f-Bu(a)\ + ))-

Step 2. Decay for the term (((p2/o(v))\f - Bv(a)}+)). Multiplying (3-l)(i) by

p/o(u), we obtain

(3-13) (p2/o(u))dxf + p[f - B„(Tf)} = 0.

Then, we multiply (3-13) by sgn+[/ — Bl,(a)\e6x, and we integrate it with respect

to p and v to obtain

(3 141      dx[(((p2/o(u))[f - B„(a))+))eSx] - 6eSx({(p2/o(u))\f - Bu(a)\+))

+ ((p(f - B„(a))ijJLa))e6x + ((p(B„(Tj) - B.(a))(^f,a)))e6x = 0.

Now, we make the following remark, which is completely similar to (3-10). Accord-

ing to (3-3) (ii) and (3-10) (i), we have the following inequality:

(3.15) (((P2l°iv))\f - B„(a)} + )) = (((p2/o(u))(f - Bv(a))ipf,a))

<(l/am)(((f-B4a))i>f,a)).

Then, according to (3-5) and (3-12)

I/'\Jo
((p(f - B„(a))TPfta))e6t dt < 9Ml(vm - 6)

10

and
I rx

< 9m/on\[ ((p(B^(Tf) - ßAa))(ipf,a))est d£
Uo
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Moreover, taking (3-15) into consideration, and integrating (3-14) with respect to

x, we obtain

(3-16)

JL-)lf-B„(a))+))(X)e'X

-—   r«(/-^("))^/.a»Cí€dí
°Vn Jo

+ i*((p(f - Bv(a))rpf,a))es* dÇ
Jo

+ fX((p(B„(Tf) - Bv(ot))(-rpf,Q)))e6^
Jo

< (((p2la(u))\f - B„(a)] + »(0) < 9M/om.

According to the three inequalities above, we obtain

(3-17) (((p2/cr(u))[f - B„(a)+))(X) < (9M/am)[3 + 26/(om - 6)}e~sx.

We claim that now, we have enough information to obtain the exponential decay

as predicted by Theorem 3.

Step 3. End of the proof. First, notice that, according to (3-3)(ii) and (3-17), we

have

(((p2/a(u))\f - Bu(a)\))(X) = 2(((p2/o(u))[f - Bv(a)\+))(X)

< (0M/crm)[3 + 26/(om - 6)}e~sx.

Now, we turn to prove Theorem 4(a). We remark that, for 0 < e < 1, we have

{(\f-Bv{a)\))(X)= f        f+X>\f-Bv(a)\d^
J\p\>eJo l

<

+

e2 j\ß

+

\f-B„(a)\dv
dp/r + oo

,p\<eJO

í r^'-w^TJ\ß\>sJo       a\u) 2

f        f+X\f-Bv(á)\dv^.
J\a\<eJo ¿'\p\<e

Taking into account (3-17) and the maximum principle derived from (3-2), we have

M
<<|/-B„H|))(X)<2(^2 3 +

2t5
-6

-sx + 2s9M

for every 0 < e < 1.

We now take e = e6x/3 so that we obtain

(3-19) {{\f-Bv(a)\))(X)<2(^^-) 3 +
26     a„

,-SX/3

V   o-m    J [       om- 6 O M.

It is now very easy to obtain Theorem 4(b). Indeed, according to (2-1)(ii), we have

((o(v)[Bu(Tf) - B„(a)])) = «<t(i/)[/ - Bv(a)]));
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multiplying this equality by sgn(T/ — a) yields

((a(v)\Bv(Tf) - B„(a)\)) < <(*MI/ - Bv(a)\))

and therefore, we have

\Tf(X) -a\ = ((\Bv(Tf) - Bv(a)\))(X) < (oM/crm)((\f - B„(a)\))

-ÍX/3
(3-20) < 2a3M0M i + -L + e

0~M        Om - Ô

The proof of Theorem 4 is now terminated.    D

REMARK. (1) An estimate on the constants C and C", as given in this proof,

may be of some interest in the future, to compute effectively the asymptotic state

(a,Bv(a)).

(2) Even if o was not bounded above, we would have, by using the same method

as in Step 3

Even if (3-20) gives no result on the decay of T¡, we notice that it gives the natural

weight for the exponential decay of /, namely I/o.

4. The case where <t(ív, T) — o~(v) ~ oqv~^ (ß > 0; v —► +oo). In this section,

we look at problem (2-1), with the following assumption on the opacity:

there exists three positive constants r/n■ °m , ß such that

(4-1) 0 < a(v) < ctm, and o(u) ~ c¡ov~® for v -^ +oo;

a is continuous with respect to tv.

In particular, (4-1) ensures that (2-2) holds, so that the invariant analysis set

out in Proposition 3 is still valid. We keep assumption (3-2) on the incoming

radiative intensity <p, and the notations (/,T) and (Bu(a),a) respectively for the

bounded solution of (2-1) and its weak asymptotic limit predicted by Theorem 2(c).

Conclusions (3-3) remain therefore valid. The main result in the present section is:

THEOREM 6. Assume (4-1), (3-2). Therefore, there exists three positive con-

stants A, K, K' such that

\\f(x,.,.)-Bu(a)\\liiu<Ke-Xx\     \T(x) - a\< Ke~Xx\    for x > 0;

where p= 1/(1 + ß).

Before starting the proof of Theorem 6, let us make a few remarks. The intro-

duction of assumption (4-1) was motivated by the existence of opacities vanishing

at very high frequencies. We refer to [2], where the example of the so-called Kramer

opacity is given:

o(u,T)=C(l-e-'/'T)l(u3s/f).

Even if Theorem is certainly more pertinent than Theorem 4 in a physical view-

point, the essential features of the method are already contained in the proof of

Theorem 4. In that sense, Theorem 6 is derived from the proof of Theorem 4 in

the same spirit as the proof of subexponential decay for the Boltzmann equation

with a soft potential (see Caflisch [8]).
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PROOF OF THEOREM 6. We follow the same route as in the proof of Theorem

4. Since the proof uses a great deal of arguments already contained in the proof of

Theorem 4, we are going to point out only the alterations brought by (4-1).

Step 1. Decay for the term ((p(f - BlJ(a))+)). By proceeding as in the proof

of Theorem 4, we easily obtain that (3-8), (3-9), (3-10) are still valid. For A > 0,

let us define 7(A) = oo/2A0 and x(A) = Aß+1/o09]^4. According to (4-1), and for

A large enough, o(v) > 7(A), for v G [0,^4]. By proceeding as in (3-11), we easily

obtain, using (3-2) and the maximum principle

(4-2)    ((p(f - Bv(a))+))(x(A))e^x^

+ [{A) (^//ffM-^))(/--B''(a)^/.«yd,/)c',(>l)€df

+ f '    ((o(u)\Bu(Tf) - Bv(a)](-rl>f,a)))e''MtdÇ
Jo

rx(A)   /   /- + 0O \

<C + J U       ABu(9M)^(A)du\e^A^d^

r+00

<t? + 4e^W> /       Bv(9M)dv,
Ja

where C is positive constant. Now, we have

/•+00

JA
BV(9M) dv ~ 91¿iAz exp (j-jji) >    for A ^ +00.

According to the above definitions of x(A) and f(A), the above inequality yields

(i) ({p(f - Bv(a)) + ))(x(A))e^x^ < C,

i.e. ({p(f - B„(a))+))(x) <Cexp[-(r/0x)72</4];

(4-3)     (ii)^Xl l) l^ll(o(y)-1(A))(f-Bu(a))i¡)ía(^- du\e^A^df<C;

MA)
(iii)   /        ((tT(u)[Bv(Tf) - Bu(a)](-^La)))e^AK d£ < C.

Jo

Step 2. Decay for the term (((p2/a)(f - Bv(a))+)). By proceeding as in the

proof of Theorem 4, we easily obtain that (3-13) and (3-14) are still valid. Then

we want to write an inequality similar to (3-16) in the proof of Theorem 4. Taking

6 — ~i(A), we have

(4-4)     {((p2/a)(f - Bu(a))+))x(A/2)e^AWV + Ix + I2 + I3 < C + h + h,
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~x(A/2)rx\*r¿)

ix= ({p(f - ¿?v(a))+)>(fle^>«
Jo

dÇ,

~x{A/2)   (   rA/2-[{Ci
fx(A/2)   (  ¡-A/2    ,("'  h = L        [I.    I-

'-rar i

-l(A)'-
dp

(f-Bu(a))«,f,a'fdv\e-i^dc;,

dp
p[Bu(Ts) - Bv(a)](-tl>f,a) y H eliAK d^

^(/ - Bv(a))^a *t dJ\ ct(A)í ̂

[Bv(Tf) - Bv(a)](-tpf,a) ^ riiv ] e^ dÇ.

Now, we are going to use the conclusions (4-3) of the previous step to find adequate

estimates on the quantities 7i, I2, h, I4, I5.

*x(a/2)

h <   i" {(p(f - 5,>))+)>(0e^/2)ieh^-^/2>l« dÇ
Jo

<C r 2)e^A^-^A/2^di<-^-~< — (-
-     Jo l{A/2) - tro  V 2

according to (4-3) (i);

h <     Sup
1(A)

0<KX/2^)W") -l(A))

rx(A/2)   (  fA/2    fl , \

Jo [Jo      I y^-^A^f-B^a^^YdU)el{AKdi-C

<ri    S„n 1{A)
-     \o<»<A/2 <r(u)(a(u) - 7(A)) ) ": !(A/2) -= 0-0 V 2 )

<      C      < 2C (A

according to (4-3) (ii);

fX(*/£¡

h<     Sup    -— ((o(u)[Bu(Tf) - Bu(a)}(-^f,a)))e^AK dÇ
0<u<A/2 C\y) Jo

<-x(A/2)

<
C 2C (A

7(A/2) - r/o  V 2
rx(A/2)

< — I —      ,    according to (4-3)(ii);

h <
ÇX(A/2) r + oo   4^^)

/ elX-A^dt; Bl/(9M)dv    (by the maximum principle)
Jo Ja/2   l(A/2)

0l(A)x(A/2)       r+00

<

r-too

/       \Bv(9M)dv
Ja/2l(A/2)      JA/2

< V/2)3 expi-Apetf),    for A - +00.
4  ->(A)x(A/2)

7(.4/2)     C4(A/2fexP(-A/29]¿4
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According to the choice of the functions x(A) and i(A), we easily obtain

CC 2C (Axß

7(A/2) - ero  \ 2

In the same way

rx(A/2) /--l-oorx\/\i¿) r + oo

/ e^A^dt¡ \Bv(9M)dv
Jo Ja/2
4 1(A)x(A/2)

-       f(A)      eMÍAW  exp(-^l/2<4),    for A - +oo,

< Ch(A).

From (4-4) and the five estimates above, we deduce that

(((p2/°)(f - Bl/(a)) + ))(x(A/2))e^A^A^ <C + CAß,

where C is a positive constant.

Therefore we have

(((p2/o)(f - Bv(a)) + )){x(A/2)) < Ce-(^)/2)s(A/2);

i.e.

(4-6) (((p2/o-)(f - Bu(a)) + ))(X) < Cexp[-(xo0y/2ß+29ß^/4}.

As we have pointed out at the beginning of the present section, conclusions (3-3)

are not modified by assumption (4-1). Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 4 (see

(3-18)), we have

(((p2/o)\f - Bu(a)\))(x) = 2(((p2/a)(f - Bu(a))+))(x)

<Cexp\-(xaoy/2^29^'A]

according to (4-6). From now on, the third step of the proof of Theorem 4 can be

applied to the present situation, without any change, so that we obtain

(4-7) \\f(x,.,.)-BM)\\L^<Ke-ax\

for some positive constants K and a. Now, from (4-7) we are going to derive the

predicted asymptotic behavior of T, as in the proof of Theorem 4, i.e. by using

equation (2-1) (ii). We have

((o(u)(Bu(Tf) - b„(a))))(x) < o-M\\f(x,.,.) - Bv(o)\\l^ < oMKe~ax\

For x large enough, o(v) < ooj2xß for tv g [0, x\\ therefore

((\B„(Tf)-Bu(a)\))(x) = \Tf-a\(x)

<K^-xßexp(-axp)+ f      2BJ9M)du
(4-8) <?o Jx

^^x^exp(-ax') + 2<Vexp(^ .
a° Vm )

From (4-8)

\Tf-a\(x)<K'e^-a^xP

so that the decay predicted by Theorem 6 is obtained by taking A = a/2.     D
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REMARK. For effective numerical computations, problem (2-1) will be de-

scretized by introducting a finite number of groups (in frequency). Therefore, the

discretized o will satisfy assumption (3-1), so that the discretized Milne problem

will always be ruled by Theorem 4. This remark is the reason why we have not

estimated accurately K, K' and A as given by Theorem 6. These constants will not

appear in numerical computations.

5. The case where o-(i>,T) = a(u)k(T). In this section, k is a positive function

defined on R+ such that

there exist 2 constants 0 < km < A:a/ < +co such that km < k(T) < /cm,
(5-1) ,v    ;    keCl(R+).

Now, we assume that the opacity is of the special form: a(u,T) = a(u)k(T), so

that we can rewrite problem (1-1) as:

(i) pdxf + o(v)k(T)\f- Bl/(T)}=0,    forx>0, tv > 0, //G]-l;l[,

(5-2)        Cii)((o(y)[Bu(T)-f]))=0,

(iii) /(0, p, u) = <p(p, v),        v > 0, p G ]0; 1[.

In this section, we keep assumption (3-1) or (4-1) on a and definition (2-3). But we

can no longer apply Sentis' result [19] because we have no monotonicity assumption

on A;. However, we are going to prove that, in some sense, problems (2-1) and (5-2)

are equivalent. Indeed, let (/i,7i) be the solution of (2-1), and (/,T) be a solution

of (5-2); we have the representation formula (at least formally):

(5-3)       f(x,p, u) = h (J' k(T(s)) ds, p, v\ ,    T(x) = Ti (J* k(T(s)) ds

This representation formula will be the key for our proof. Indeed, in view of (5-1),

(5-3) gives that (/,T) and (/i, Ti) have the same asymptotic behavior for x -* +oo.

This same kind of representation formula as (5-3) has already been used in [2] to

study the nonlinear Milne problem in the "grey" case (where o(v,T) is a function

of T only). The argument that will be used here is very much the same as in [2];

it consists in using (5-3) to build a solution of (5-2) with the help of the solution

(A,Ti) of (2-1).
Now, let us state the main result of this section:

THEOREM 7. Under assumptions (5-1), (3-1) or (4-1), and (3-2), there exists

a unique bounded solution (f,T) of (5-2). For this solution, the representation

formula (5-3) holds. In particular, there exists à Planckian state (a,Bu(a)) such

that

if (3-1) holds, \\f(x,.,.)-B„(a)\\Li(ll,u) < Ce-i'x and \T(x) - a\ <Ce~^'x for

x > 0, where 7' = kmf, C and 7 being the same as in Theorem 3;

2/(4-1) holds, \\f(x,.,.)-B„(a)\\L^ <Ke~x'xP, and\T(x)-a\ < Ke~x'*', for

x > 0, where A' = Afc^, X,K, and p being the same as in Theorem 6.

The proof of Theorem 7 follows the same route as in [2] (for the nonlinear Milne

problem in the grey case); therefore we are only going to sketch the proof of it.
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PROOF OF THEOREM 7. The representation formula (5-3) gives

k(T(x)) = k (Ti if* k(T(s))ds\Y

We define y(x) = f* k(T(s)) ds; so that we have for y the following differential

equation:

(5-4) y'(x) = k(Ti(y(x))),        y(0)=0.

Now, we claim that existence and uniqueness for (5-2) is equivalent to existence

and uniqueness for the O.D.E. (5-4). Indeed, if y is a solution of (5-4), one easily

checks that

f(x,p,u) = fi(y(x),p,v),        T(x) =Ti(y(x))

is a solution of (5-2).

Then, if we have two solutions of (5-2), namely (/, T) and (f,T), let us define

u(x)= [  k(T(s))ds    and    f (y,p,v) = f_(x(y),p,v),    Ti(y)=T(x(y))
Jo

(where x is the reciprocal function of u, which exists according to (5-1)). We can

prove that (/,Tx) is solution of (2-1), for which we have the uniqueness result of

sentis [19] stated here as point (a) in Theorem 2. Therefore / = fx, and T_x =TX,

and y is also a solution of (5-4). Moreover,

¿(x, p, u) = ¿1 (y(x), p, v),        T(x) = Tx (y(x))

so that uniqueness for (5-2) reduces to the uniqueness of the solution of (5-4).

Existence for (5-4). We only need to prove that Tx is continuous. According to

the results of §5, we have the following bounds:

IIsIIl^íx./j) < C, \\pdxg\\L^(x,y) < C

where g(x, p) = f0   o(v)fi (x, p, v) du. Therefore, we may write

dp
*2I   9(x,t¿)-2 - /   s(y,p

f dp      1   f       I fy
< \g(x,p)-g(y,p)\— + -\        \      \paxg(t¡,p)\dc:

J\p\<e ¿ e J\p\>e\Jx

dp

Y

<C+(C/e)\x-y\<2C\x-y\1'2.

Therefore, {(o-(v)fi)) G C71/2(R+). From (2-l)(ii), we obtain that Ti is continuous.

Uniqueness for (5-4).   We are going to use a very simple lemma the proof of

which can be found in [2].

LEMMA.   Let F G Cb(R+), F>1, and assume that \F'(y)\ < max(l; y~1/2)\

then the O.D.E. y'(x) = F(y(x)), y(0) = 0 has a unique solution.

According to assumption (4-1), we only have to prove that

I^T^I^maxtl^-1/2).

We mimic the proof given originally in [3] for an analogous result.   We choose

for x0 G ]0;1[ a function p G (^([0,2]) such that suppp C [x0/2;2[,  p = 1 on
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[xo,l], and \dxp\ < C/xq for some constant C independent of x. We introduce

9 = pdxfi, S = pdxTi. We have

LTi (9) = pdx9 + u(u)(g - B'l/(Ti))((cr(y)B'v(Ti)))-l((o(v)g))

= -dxpa(v)(h-Bv(Ti)),

S = {(o-MBUTi)))-1«*^)),    9(0, p) = g(2,p) = 0.

Now, it is fairly classical that 0 does not belong to the spectrum of ¿7-1 in

L^ao^xl-i^^nL0»)

(see [11]). From this remark we deduce very easily that

||ff||Loo([0;2]x[-l;l];L1nLoo(^))

< C\\dxpo(u)(fi - r3[/(r1))||Loo([0.2]x[-i;i];LinL°°(7/)) < C/x0.

To prove the estimate on 5, we write, for 0 < x < 1

lvM")0»l</ /   kMffl-f.

Í A" T^Tk(^)2(/i -^(n)lrfrv^ < y-^.
J\p\>\x0\^Jo    M 2       Ixol1^

The remaining details are sheer routine and can be found in [2].

Therefore, we have proved existence and uniqueness of a bounded solution of

(4-2), satisfying the representation formula (5-3).

In view of (5-1) and (5-3) the asymptotic behavior of (/, T) is now obvious.

D

REMARK. The quantity f* k(T(s)) ds has a physical meaning; it is called the

optical depth.

6.    Linearization of (2-1)  around a fixed Planckian state. One may

think of problem (2-1) as the equation defining the boundary layers arising in the

Rosseland approximation (for which we refer to [12 and 16]). Therefore, one may

be interested in finding a simple way to compute effectively a (as in Theorem

4) in terms of the incoming density <p, without computing the whole solution of

(2-1). For linear Milne problems, such computations are well known, and have

inspired much literature. The initial remark was due to Chandrasekhar [10], and a

modern interpretation in terms of factorization properties for Riccati equation was

given in Sentis [19]. In the same way, one may linearize problem (2-1) around a

fixed Planckian state, and, by using Chandrasekhar's techniques, perform the same

computation on the linearized problem (2-1): this work has been done by Sentis in

[19]. Some improvements can be found in [13]. Now, the question is: can we hope

to use Chandrasekhar's techniques on the linearized (2-1) to compute a?

Assume that we linearize (2-1) around a given Planckian state (ß,Bv(ß)). Thus

we set

f = Bv(ß)+g;    T = ß + s.

Then we have

pdxg + a(v)(g-B'v(ß)((o(u)B'u(ß)))-l((o(u)g))) = 0(g2),

(6-1) S = ((o(u)B'v(ß)))-i((o-(v)g)),

o(0, p, v) = <p(p, v) - Bu(ß), v > 0, p G ]0; 1[.
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If we drop the inhomogeneity in 0(g2), we can compute easily ß such that g —* 0

and S —> 0 for x —♦ oo, by using Chandrasekhar's techniques [19]. By doing this,

we claim that we commit an error of order 0[(||<7||l°°)2]; see [5].

Indeed, there is sort of a feedback effect: even if 0(g2) —* 0 exponentially fast

for x going to oo, the values of the source term at finite distance perturb the value

of/?.
The conclusion is the following: such a computation will be valid only if we

know that ||(7||l°° is small a priori, for example by using the maximum principle on

(2-1) if Bu(9m) < tp < Bu(9m) with 9m — 9m small; in that case we will obtain an

approximation of a with error of order (9m — 9m)2■

Appendix. Proof of Theorem 2. This proof is divided into three steps: first,

we prove the existence of a solution of (2-1) satisfying the maximum principle; then,

we prove that any solution of (2-1) in L°°(R; V) has the weak asymptotic behavior

predicted in point (c) of the theorem. We finish the proof with the uniqueness part.

Step 1. Existence of a solution of (2-1) satisfying the maximum principle. As-

sume that the incoming radiative intensity <p satisfies:

(Al) Bv(0m) < ip(p,,i>) < Bu(9m),    for a.e. p and v.

Then we define a sequence (fn,Tn) by the following iterative scheme:

/o = B„(9m),

Tn = Tfn,    forn>0:

(A2) for n > 0, /„+i is the unique bounded solution of

Pdxfn+l + <t(tv)/„+1 = CT(u)Bu(Tn),

fn+i(0,P, v) = <p(p, u),    /i€]0;l[, ¡v>0.

By using the maximum principle for the linear transport equation defining fn+i in

terms of Tn, we obtain, after a straightforward induction:

(A3) B-(0m) = /o > /l > • • • > fn > fn+i > ■ • ■ > Bv(0m);

9m —To>Ti>-->Tn> Tn+i >       > 0m.

Therefore, / = limn-Kx, /„ and T = limn_00 Tn are a solution of (2-1) in the sense

of distributions; moreover, in view of (A2), we have

(A4) Bv(9m)<f<Bv(9M)    and    9m<T<9M,    for a.e. x, p, v.

Step 2. Weak aymptotic behavior for a solution of (2-1) in L°°(R+;V). We

begin with the following lemma:

LEMMA. Let A > 0 and g = g(x) G L°°(R+)+. Assume that tp G L°°(]0; 1[)+.

Let u be the unique bounded solution of

pdxu +Xu = Xg(x),    for x > 0, p G [-1;1];

u(0,p) = iP(p),    forpe}0;l[.

Then lim^^ u(x, p) > lim^^ g(x) for a.e. p.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. We can write, for x > 0 and p > 0:

u(x,p) = i,(p)e-Xx,ti + i -e-x(x-sV»g(s)ds

Jo   M

= 4,(p)e-Xx/» + l°° (£) e-xt^[g(x - i)l{«<*}] dt;
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and
f°° A

u(x, -p) =  /     -e-x(-s-x^fig(s) ds

f°° A
= /     -e-xt/"g(x + t)dt.

Jo    t*/o     »

The announced result follows from Fatou's lemma.        D

Now let (f,T) be a solution of (2-1) in L°°(R+; V) x L°°(R+). We define

v(p, v) =  lim f(x,p,v)    and    a=  lim T(x).
X—»OO X—»oo

According to the above lemma, we have

(A6) v(p, u) > Bu(a)    a.e. in p.

Since / —» Tf is nondecreasing (cf. Lemma 1), we deduce from (A6)

(A7) Tv > a.

Let 9 be defined by

G(T) = «trMB^T)».

G is increasing and continuous and one-to-one on R+. Since, by definition, we have

Tf = G-\{(o(y)f))),

by using Fatou's lemma again, we obtain

(A8) a>Tv.

Therefore, Tv = a, and from (A6) we deduce that v = Bu(a). The remaining

details are routine.

Step 3.   Uniqueness. Let / and g be two solutions of (2-5) in L°°(H+;V).  We

thus can write

dx((p(f - g)+)) + ((o(y)(f - g)*f>g)}

+ ((<T(v)[B,,{TJ)-Bt,(Tg)}(-9f,g)))=0.

Therefore, according to Lemma 5, {(p(f — g)+)) is a nonincreasing function of x;

from the boundary condition, (f — g)\x=o = 0 if p > 0. Thus, ((p(f — g)+))(x) < 0.

According to the previous step, there exists a sequence xn such that

g(x)n —» B„(ß)    for some ß.

From the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4, we know that [p(g — Bu(ß))+]

> 0. Thus, {(p(f — g)+))(x) = 0. We deduce from this the following facts:

(A10) (f-g)\x=o = 0;        [Bv{Tf)-Bv(Tg)](-9f,g) = 0,    a.e. inx,ZA

We multiply the equation satisfied by / - g by p/a\ after integration with respect

to p and v, we have

dx(((p2M(f - <?) + » + ((p(f - g) + )) + ((p[B„(Tf) - B4Tg)](-^fig)}) = 0;

i.e. (((p2/o)(f - g) + )) = C (where C is a constant). From (A10) we obtain C = 0.

Therefore, f = g a.e. in x, p, v.       D
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